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Fig. 1. Overview of our data logging concept to facilitate privacy-respectful studies of language use in everyday
mobile text communication: Text entered by a participant (e.g. in a chat app) is abstracted to avoid revealing
private content to the researchers while still catering to a wide range of common research interests. Left: Our
Word Categorisation concept maps a predefined set of words to categories (e.g. “Hello”→“Greeting”). Moreover,
Custom Regex Filtering allows for flexibly logging predefined strings, such as emojis. Centre: Metadata about
the keyboard session is logged as well. Right: Our Whitelist Counting concept logs total usage counts for
words in a predefined whitelist.
We present a concept and tool for studying language use in everyday mobile text communication (e.g. chats).
Our approach for the first time enables researchers to collect comprehensive data on language use during
unconstrained natural typing (i.e. no study tasks) without logging readable messages to preserve privacy.
We achieve this with a combination of three customisable text abstraction methods that run directly on
participants’ phones. We report on our implementation as an Android keyboard app and two evaluations:
First, we simulate text reconstruction attempts on a large text corpus to inform conditions for minimising
privacy risks. Second, we assess people’s experiences in a two-week field deployment (N=20). We release our
app as an open source project to the community to facilitate research on open questions in HCI, Linguistics
and Psychology. We conclude with concrete ideas for future studies in these areas.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Today, several lines of interdisciplinary research at the intersection of HCI, Psychology, and
Linguistics aim to study people’s language use in everyday computer-mediated communication
(CMC), such as mobile chat apps. For example, researchers investigate the impact of communication
means on language [3, 51] and language variations across ethnographies [21, 39, 44]. Other work
analyses associations with personality of users of smartphone [47] and social networks [16, 24, 55].
Collecting data on language use is a key challenge central to all such work. Reseachers either
examine existing corpora or they have to collect data from CMC applications on their own [51].
This comes with an inherent methodological challenge: There is a difficult tradeoff between a)
limiting data collection to respect participants’ privacy, and b) collecting comprehensive, unbiased
and natural data to answer open research questions. Recent studies highlight this: For instance,
Rosenfeld et al. [39] report that reluctance to participate was a key challenge for their study of
communication via WhatsApp, despite emphasising encryption and anonymisation.
No ideal solution has emerged yet: Some studies aim for control in the lab and/or with writing
tasks (e.g. “[w]rite an e-mail [...] explaining that you will not be able to take the next exam.” [10]).
This avoids observing private messages yet clearly limits the data to the given topics. To collect
actual everyday messages, researchers have asked people for retrospective submissions of selected
chat-logs. However, this data may be biased, for example due to capturing only one channel (e.g. one
app, such as WhatsApp) and participants’ criteria for selecting the submitted chats [15, 46, 49, 51].
It can also be difficult for researchers to avoid looking at private content during analysis of
natural text logs (e.g. when thematically coding statements). This also extends to third-parties (e.g.
chat partners in an app) who might not have consented to the study at all. As examples of private
content, full chat logs may contain sensitive information like names, phone numbers, intimate
conversations, passwords, and financial data.
We present a novel method and tool to address this challenge and support researchers in running
studies of language use in the wild: LanguageLogger, a mobile keyboard app, allows researchers
to log useful abstracted language data from text entered on participants’ smartphones (Figure 1).
We also provide this functionality as a logging module for integration into other research apps.
Concretely, we employ three text analysis methods in a novel way, namely for text abstraction that
runs directly on participants’ phones. Hence, our app never reveals raw text to the researchers yet
caters to many research interests. In brief, our text abstractions are:
• Whitelist Counting: The number of occurrences is logged for each word in a predefined
whitelist, for example “conference: 14”, “paper: 25”.
• Word Categorisation: Entered words are mapped to categories configured by the researchers.
For instance, “Jane is happy” might be logged as [name, verb, positive adjective].
• Custom Regex Filtering: Strings that match predefined regular expressions are logged as-is, or
as an event indicating the occurrence of a match, but not the string itself. For instance, this
can be used to log emoji use.
Note how these abstractions not only avoid recording potentially private text content but also
pre-process the data in a way that many researchers require anyway. In summary, we contribute
a novel concept and tool to enable studies of language use in everyday mobile communication,
implemented as an Android keyboard app, with three text abstraction methods. To the best of
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our knowledge there is no published tool to collect such data without recording full text or using
artificial text tasks. With our work we thus aim to facilitate novel research in disciplines such as
HCI, Linguistics, Communication Science, and Psychology. Our keyboard app and the logging
module itself are available as an open source project.
2

RELATED WORK

We relate our work to 1) studies on language use, 2) methodology for assessing such language use
in mobile contexts, and 3) approaches and tools from studies on text input.
2.1

Research Interests in Studying Language Use

Studying people’s language use in CMC often involves multiple fields such as HCI, Psychology,
and Linguistics. Our own work is motivated by such a long-term collaboration. Here we give
an overview of several research questions to illustrate the importance and impact of innovating
methods and tools for language data collection.
Fundamental research questions include the assessment of language use and the impact of
technology [3], variations in language across different groups of people [21, 44], and related
differences in communication behaviour [39]. Further research examines associations or inference
based on language use, most prominently relating it to demographics and personality of users of
mobile devices [47] and social networks [16, 24, 55].
The vision of such inference is an example where interests from multiple disciplines meet:
Psychology is interested in predicting personality from everyday behaviour to extend or eventually
even replace personality assessment based on self-reports [47]. HCI seeks to predict user personality
to create more intelligent, personalised, and empathic systems [53], for example for chatbots [56].
With our keyboard app as a device-wide data logging platform we cater to both, comprehensive
study data collection as well as future developments for integration into interactive intelligent
systems.
Other current research asks for long-term assessments of language use, for example motivated by
changes with age [42]. Another goal is to assess all means of communication, given that associations
of language and other variables depend on context (cf. [12, 42]). This includes mobile communication
(e.g. chat apps) targeted by our concept and tool.
Furthermore, current debates concern, for example, whether negative sentiment in written
language really indicates negative mood [26]. Here it would be insightful to consider more than the
currently analysed Facebook posts. This move from web sources to more personal chat communication appears as a recent general trend among research in this context and strongly emphasises the
need for privacy-respectful methodology [39]. Our new logging approach facilitates such studies.
2.2

Existing Methodology to Assess Mobile Language Use

We give an overview of existing common approaches for (mobile) text data collection (see Table 1).
2.2.1 Collecting Text Created in Controlled Study Tasks. Participants are asked to compose text,
such as writing an email to a fictitious person as part of a scenario, typically in the lab [10]. This
avoids privacy issues since people do not need to reveal actual private text. However, the resulting
data is severely limited in external validity, since behaviour and language use might not match
that in real life. Repeated long-term observations are also cumbersome since people would need to
return to the lab and/or these tasks several times.
2.2.2 Crawling Existing (Public) Text Content. As highlighted by Verheijen and Stoop [51], it is
very difficult to obtain non-public language data, and thus researchers commonly rely on public
sources such as blogs, forums, or posts on social networks [2, 48, 55]. Sometimes this data is enriched:
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Data
collection
method

Description

Pros

Cons

Example
Studies

Studies with text
creation tasks

Participants compose text in
a controlled study task and
scenario, e.g. writing an
email to a fictitious person.

no personal/private text
involved

low external validity; limited
to given scenario; repeated
and long-term observation
difficult / high effort; no
language data from private
communication

[10, 31]

Crawling existing
(semi-)public
content

Researchers collect language
data from (semi-)public
sources such as blogs,
forums, or posts on social
networks.

potentially large datasets;
“natural” text not created for
a study

limited to the specific
sources available; no
language data from private
communication

[2, 16, 48,
55]

Collecting
communication
logs

Volunteers provide their
chat logs, typically using
existing export functionality
e.g. of messenger apps.

language data also from
personal mobile comm.; easy
setup; potentially large
datasets; “natural” text not
created for a study;
participants control what is
seen by researchers

involves people not asked
for consent (e.g. chat
partners); biased by
participants’ selection /
redaction; review & selection
extra effort for participants

[11, 28, 49,
51]

Intercepting
communication
apps

Researchers intercept or
listen to a chat (with
consent), e.g. via an
intermediate server or
chatbot.

language data also from
personal mobile comm.;
“natural” text not created for
a study

potential changes in
behaviour by feeling
“listened to”; technical
efforts; need for recruiting
pairs/groups of participants

[15, 46]

Wearable
audio/video
recorders; screen
recordings

Participants wear a device
that records audio and/or
video, or keep a screen
recorder running on their
devices.

continuous logging of many
comm. channels; potentially
rich real-life context info;
“natural” comm.

text not directly logged;
includes people not asked
for consent (e.g. bystanders);
limited sample sizes; privacy
requires participants’
selection / redaction (i.e.
effort and potential biases);
manual data analysis
required

[4, 29]

Table 1. Overview of common methods for collecting data on (mobile) text communication and language use,
with key benefits and drawbacks. Note that the listed example studies are meant as examples for the general
method as generalised for discussion here, i.e. not all pros/cons may apply to all of them, depending on other
choices, constraints, etc. in the respective studies.

For instance, Yarkoni [55] asked bloggers to fill in a personality assessment questionnaire for later
analysis in combination with language use on their public blogs. Golbeck et al. [16] and Kosinski et
al. [24] applied related approaches for data collected via Twitter and Facebook, respectively.
These approaches are limited to those specific sources. Language use differs between personal
messaging and shared online content and datasets from several sources show inherent differences [14]. The current trend towards studying personal communication such as chats particularly
heightens privacy concerns [39]. Hence, we see our work in this paper as complementary, enabling
privacy-respectful language data collection from new sources, namely 1) mobile devices in general,
and 2) more personal contexts in particular, such as chat apps.
2.2.3 Asking People to Share Self-Selected Communication Logs. Personal (mobile) text communication can also be studied by asking volunteers to provide their chat logs to the researchers.
Technically, this typically relies on export functionalities for end-users provided by many communication apps. For example, Ueberwasser et al. [49] created a multilingual corpus by asking WhatsApp
users to send in their chat histories via email. Similarly, Verheijen et al. [51] asked participants to
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provide WhatsApp chats in combination with access to their Facebook posts. Further variations
include asking people to submit their last 𝑋 messages [11] or all messages of a day [28]. To respect
privacy, these studies require participants to first manually redact their messages, that is, to remove
any private information they do not wish to reveal to the researchers.
This approach avoids artificial study tasks yet may have other drawbacks: First, the chat data
typically includes content from chat partners who also need to consent to the study. Second, the
collected chat data is often limited in its comprehensiveness and distorted by people’s selection
criteria: The researchers may get only a subset of the original data, without knowing how much or
which data has been removed. Finally, review and selection may cause considerable extra effort for
participants.
In contrast, our keyboard app inherently only logs text entered by the consenting device owner
(assuming personal, unshared devices) and applies text abstraction directly on the device to respect
privacy without manual reviewing or selection.
2.2.4 Intercepting Communication Apps and Chat Rooms. Another way to collect CMC data in
the wild is to listen to a chat with consent. For example, participants may agree to send messages
not directly to their partners but first to the researchers’ system [46], which then forwards them.
Researcher can also add themselves or a bot to the conversation, who just listens passively [15].
Song et al. [46] combined both in their live chat collection.
This avoids artificial tasks yet risks biasing collected data in that people may be likely influenced
by awareness of the listeners (e.g. avoiding more private topics of conversation). An added bot or
researcher might also change one-to-one communication to a group chat which in itself might
change user experience, the UI (e.g. group chat view), and thus user behaviour.
2.2.5 Beyond Written Communication. Our focus is on written communication, yet related
methods also can be found in research on verbal communication: Mehl et al. [29] provided people
with a wearable device that recorded 30 second sections of audio every 12 minutes. The data was
analysed by manual transcription. Respecting privacy might be challenging when researchers have
to listen to potentially sensitive recordings. Mehl et al. addressed this by allowing participants to
review and select their recordings first. This has also been used in studies using screen recordings of
smartphone use [4]. The potential downsides again include extra effort for participants and possibly
introducing selection biases. In contrast, our approach of text abstraction eliminates the need for
this. Future work could enable our approach for audio/video logging by using a speech-to-text
system to transcribe the text before applying our text abstractions, all directly on the device.
2.3

Studies of Text Input Behaviour

We propose a keyboard app for logging language use. HCI researchers have studied how people
interact with mobile keyboards to enable fast and accurate typing [25]. Studying how users enter
text is different from studying what people type, that is, language use. However, some challenges
are common to both questions, in particular the need for suitable methods to go beyond lab
studies [20, 38]: Most importantly, many text entry studies used transcription tasks, in which
participants copy given text. This avoids privacy concerns since no private text is observed [38].
However, such studies cannot assess “natural” behaviour because content, time, and situation of
text input is set by the researchers [6].
To overcome this and improve external validity, Buschek et al. [6] recently presented a concept
and keyboard app that enables researchers to collect users’ typing touches throughout natural daily
smartphone interactions. Privacy concerns were addressed with a subsampling filter approach,
which only recorded text-revealing data for a small subset of keypresses. In this way, no readable
private messages were recorded.
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For studying language use we cannot use this method [6], since it was built on the idea of
avoiding to log whole words. Hence, we propose a novel concept that reconciles privacy-respectful
logging with the data requirements arising from research questions about everyday language use.
Next, we describe our concept in detail.
3

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Overall, we employ a keyboard app with three text abstraction methods. Here we describe our
concept development process.
3.1

Defining Foundations for Supporting Privacy & Trust

At the outset, our need for a new data logging concept was motivated by our practical experiences
with several interdisciplinary studies on data collection in the wild. We found that trust in such
field study setups is more complex than a yes/no decision with typical informed consent and
approvals. Thus, taking additional measures to make a study setup more privacy-respectful in our
view is a highly worthy investment. This also follows the foundations presented in related work
on privacy-aware keyboard logging [6]: The goal is to support a trustful relationship between
participants and researchers with a concept and tool that records relevant data without revealing
private content.
Note that, as in the work by Buschek et al. [6], this assumes a generally trustworthy foundation:
We do not claim full protection against malicious intent (e.g. researchers actively trying to spy on
their participants) since ethical research standards still need to be upheld by the researchers and in
more fundamental, institutional ways – and not exclusively by a keyboard app.
3.2

Assessing Logging Requirements for Research

To support a wide range of research interests we analysed the literature in detail. Our goal was
not to conduct an exhaustive survey but to identify the main study approaches, as presented in
the related work section. We analysed the work with regard to requirements for both logging
procedures and the resulting logged data to answer these questions: 1) Which data is observed
(e.g. chat messages)? 2) Which measures are computed on said data (e.g. word counts)? 3) Which
privacy measures/challenges are reported (e.g. participants reviewing messages)?
In addition, we ran an interdisciplinary workshop on logging language use and a series of
subsequent discussions with four researchers from HCI, Psychology and Statistics. This was organised in the context of a joint long-term research project and study planning, thus eliciting real
methodological needs. We also discussed our literature analysis with this group.
We aggregated the following requirements for our mobile tool:
• Integration in everyday life: To observe natural everyday language without bias the logging
tool must be incorporated in people’s usual environment/systems.
• Differentiation between shared-public and private content: Language differs between personal
messaging and publicly shared content. Thus, our tool should allow for assessing or filtering
for the context of writing (e.g. in which app).
• No extra efforts for participants: To enable long-term deployment in the wild with reasonable
effort, the system should not demand extra work from participants, such as reviewing logs.
• Device-wide logging – but none for chat partners: To yield a comprehensive corpus and respect
privacy, the tool should be able to process all mobile writing of the participant, but none of
other people (e.g. chat partners).
• No access to raw text: To respect privacy, no one except the participant should be able to
access the raw typed text.
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Text Analysis

Study Goal

Data

Covered by

Word-based: no. of words/textisms (e.g. “lol”)

Use of textisms in formal vs
informal comm. [10]

Email written in Whitelist Counting
study task

Category-based: no. of words per pre-defined category (LIWC Associations of word use and Public blog
cat. [32])
personality [55]
articles

Word Categorisation

Category-based (LIWC [32]); word-based: psycho-linguistic
stats on counts of words in a 150k dictionary (MRC [54])

Public twitter
data

Word Categorisation,
Whitelist Counting

Message-based: no. of words/characters; keyboard-based: use Use of WhatsApp / chat
of auto-correction & suggestion
behaviour [49]

WhatsApp chat
histories

Keyboard Sessions,
Further Logging

Word-based: no. of words/textisms; interaction-based: texting Relating texting
speed/frequency
speed/frequency with
language & literacy
measures [31]

Mobile texting
(in given study
task)

Whitelist Counting,
Keyboard Sessions,
Further Logging

Non-textual cues: counting emojis

Public twitter
data

Custom Regex Filtering

Associations of tweets and
personality [16]

Associations of emoji use
and personality [27]

Table 2. Examples of common text analysis methods in research on (mobile) language use, along with example
studies and data sources. The last column indicates which of our text abstractions and logging features cater
to each analysis. Overall, the table illustrates that we address a wide range of research interests: We enable
these analyses for data from everyday (personal) mobile text communication, while avoiding that people
have to share actual raw text with the researchers. Note that some measures were self reported (e.g. use of
auto-correction [49], texting frequency [31]), whereas we enable quantitative logging of such data.

3.3

Developing a Logging Strategy: Text Abstraction

From our requirements analysis it became evident that in the vast majority of studies the actual raw
text content is ultimately rarely needed for the conducted text analysis. For example, text is often
analysed in abstracted and aggregated ways, such as the number of words per category. Table 2
lists key examples to illustrate this. Therefore, a viable approach to facilitating both participants’
privacy and the researchers’ workflow is to apply these text data processing steps directly on the
device, to then only share the resulting abstracted data. A closer look motivates three particular
types of text abstractions:
Words are counted: For instance, the number of occurrence of words or word categories is
analysed with regard to associations with the author’s personality [16, 55] or to compare language
use between contexts (e.g. formal vs informal [10]).
Words are categorised, that is, mapped to pre-defined categories or values: For example, Herring
et al. [21] was interested in ‘female’ and ‘male’ stylistic words. There also exist generalised categorisations that are widely used across studies, for example the LIWC dictionary [32]. “Categories” can
also be numeric, such as SentiWS by Remus et al. [37], which assigns sentiment scores to words.
Specific terms are measured: Some studies analysed aspects of text that require more flexibility.
Typically, this involves text elements not captured by categorisations such as LIWC [32]. However,
these are still analysed in an abstracted way, namely as occurrences or counts. A prominent example
are recent analyses of emoji use [27, 52].
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FINAL LOGGING CONCEPT

We next describe our final concept in detail.
4.1

Text Abstractions

First, we describe how we realised the three kinds of text abstraction motivated above. For a visual
overview, see Figure 1.
4.1.1 Whitelist Counting. For this text abstraction method, the researchers define a list of words
before the study. Whenever one of these whitelisted words is entered this is counted by the system.
For example, consider a study that looks at the use of positive words such as good, happy, great
and thus includes these in the whitelist. The sentence “Thomas is happy” would then be logged as
“happy: 1”. Other words, such as the name “Thomas”, are not recorded.
These counts are summed up, such that at the end of a study, the researchers in this example
might get a table such as “good: 123; happy: 456; great: 789”. It is easy to see that this does not reveal
private messages as long as enough text is logged overall. We quantify this with our experiments.
4.1.2 Word Categorisation. Here, researchers define a mapping from words to categories (e.g.
“happy: positive emotion”). Words are then mapped to categories and the system only logs that
those categories occurred (we call these word events). If a word is not included in the mapping
dictionary, the category unknown is recorded.
As metadata, category log entries also have a timestamp, the app, a flag indicating if the word
was added/edited/removed, and a reference to a keyboard session. In case of an edit, the category
before and after the change is logged.
Overall, entered text is thus logged as a sequence of such word events. For example, when a user
types “I am happy” in a WhatsApp message this might be logged as three word events: personal
pronoun, verb, positive emotion. This does not reveal the raw text as long as categories are not too
specific (i.e. in an extreme case where each word is its own category this would log raw text). Again,
we quantify this in our experiments.
4.1.3 Custom Regex Filtering. We integrate a regular-expression matcher to allow for logging
custom patterns that would be hard to specify in a list of terms, as for the other two abstraction
methods. Entered text is checked against the configured matcher(s). In case of a match, the system
can either 1) log the matched string as-is or 2) just the occurrence of a match.
For example, this could be used to count how often people enter phonenumbers (without logging
them), or to log emojis via the emoji unicode range: “Call me at 0123456789 ” would then be
logged as two regex events, that is, “phonenumber” and “ ”, plus metadata (e.g. timestamp, app).
4.2

Lemmatisation

Before applying the text abstraction concepts described above, each word can optionally be lemmatised. For instance, went, going would be replaced with the root word go. This is useful since
common dictionaries such as LIWC [32] do not contain inflected forms.
4.3

Keyboard Sessions

We define a keyboard session to start when the keyboard opens and end when it is closed. We store
metadata for each session: Number of characters added/altered, name of the app in which the text
has been entered, hint-text/label of the text field, timestamps of the session’s start and end.
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Further Logging

Further logged data includes the use of word suggestions and auto-corrections (occurrences, not
words). The app can log available Android sensor data which was also logged by related work [6],
such as touch data (not text revealing), device orientation, accelerometer, gyroscope, and so on.
4.5

Logging Exceptions

Following related work [6], we realised two logging exceptions: First, we never log fields for
passwords, logins, addresses etc. This uses Android field types. While we cannot guarantee that
every field is marked in this way by developers, many apps do so since it is essential for accessibility.
Moreover, note that strings like passwords and names of accounts/people are not part of our whitelist
dictionary and thus never logged as text anyway. Second, as the related work, our keyboard UI
shows a small lockpad icon that allows people to pause logging.
5

IMPLEMENTATION AS AN ANDROID MODULE AND KEYBOARD APP

We created a reusable and remotely configurable Android keyboard application, LanguageLogger,
as described next.
5.1

Overview of System Modules

For reusability, the LanguageLogger app project consists of four modules: One is the keyboard, the
other three realise the data processing. Each module represents one layer of functionality. This
loose coupling allows easy integration of the implemented functionalities (or a subset thereof)
into other applications, such that our logging methods can be used with other studies and apps,
not only as part of our keyboard. The embedding into Android applications ensures that raw text
content does not leave the client device. The dependencies between the four modules are visualized
in Figure 2.
Regarding the “flow” of the data, the application module provides the raw source data and passes
it on to one or both of the processing modules. The resulting data then is returned to the application
module. Thus no data is exchanged between the other LanguageLogger modules implicitly.
In the following four subsections we present the four modules in more detail, each representing
one layer of functionality.
5.2

Application Module (here: Keyboard)

The Application Module constitutes the “host app” that uses LanguageLogger logic to process its
logdata. Here we build on the keyboard app of Buschek et al. [6], which in turn uses Google’s
Android Open Source Project (AOSP) Keyboard1 .
The host app module includes the other required modules as local library module dependencies2 .
A module’s functionality can then be used by instantiating the respective class and calling their
methods. The result is either provided as return value (synchronous operation) or can be obtained
by implementing a callback and passing it with the method call for asynchronous operations. For
flexibility, the storage or transmission of the resulting log data also has to be implemented in this
host app module; in the case of our keyboard app implementation this includes the transmission to
the LanguageLogger server. We visualize the dataflow between the modules in Figure 3.

1 https://android.googlesource.com/platform/packages/inputmethods/LatinIME/,
2 https://developer.android.com/studio/build/dependencies#dependency-types,

last accessed 12th May 2020.
last accessed 12th May 2020.
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LanguageLogger Android Project

Application Module (here: Keyboard)

Study configuration

Server

Logdata

Base Module

Retrieval of character-level change events
Text Extraction Module

MessageDiffWordEventExtractor

FullMessageWordExtractor

Text Abstraction Module

Word
Categorisation
Whitelist
Counting

Keyboard
Session
Statistics

Custom Regex
Filtering

Fig. 2. Overview of the main architecture of our app: Dashed arrows indicated Android module dependence.
The preprocessing (Text Extraction Module) and abstraction logic (Text Abstraction Module) are separated
from the host application (Application Module). All modules are loosely coupled, thus it is possible to use the
LanguageLogger logic in other Android applications as well.

:Application Module

:Text Extraction Module

:Text Abstraction Module

Data Types used in this UML diagram:
createMessageStatistics( ❶)

❷

extractContentChangeEvents(❶)

❸

waits until
device is not
in active use

processContentChangeEvents( ❸)
«asynchronous service scheduling»

❶ Character-level change events:
e.g. „H“, „He“, „Hel“, „Hell“, „Hello“
❷ statistics of keyboard session:
e.g.: character count: 5, app: com.whatsapp, ...
❸ word-level change events:
e.g. ADDED: „Hello“
❹ abstracted logdata
e.g.:
- Word Categorisation: ADDED: Greeting
- Whitelist Counting: ... , Hello: 323, ...
(with the value for „Hello“ being increased by 1)

«callback» ❹
ref
save logdata,
transmit to server, ...

Fig. 3. An UML sequence diagram visualizing the dataflow between the LanguageLogger modules. Which
types of data are passed is indicated by the numbers in the filled circles, which are explained on the right.
Typing the word "Hello" is used as exemplary user action.

5.3

Base Module

Functionality that is required by multiple other modules is located in the base module, to avoid
redundancy. This includes a REST client that matches our LanguageLogger server implementation,
and utility classes for handling console logs.
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Text Extraction Module

The structure of the input data collected by applications depends on the data source. Thus, this
module servers as a layer to separate text abstraction logic from source-specific preprocessing
steps.
5.4.1 ContentChangeEvents. Language log data typically arises in the form of character-level
logs (e.g. when observing user interactions). In the case of our keyboard, for example, events consist
of the text field content after each keystroke: For instance, a user typing the word “Tom” in a
sentence “Hello Tom” yields the events “Hello T”, “Hello To”, “Hello Tom”.
However, to apply our text abstractions, we need events on word-level, such as in this case
ADDED: “Tom” . In the following, we refer to such an event as a ContentChangeEvent.
In particular, we distinguish two types of such events, fitting the two types of Word Categorisation
described in Section 4.1.2:
• ADDED, CHANGED, REMOVED, SPLIT, JOINED, represent user actions (on words) that
happened in temporal order during a typing session.
• CONTAINS corresponds to the presence of a word in the final submitted text (e.g. a text
message entered in a chat app).
These ContentChangeEvents are created from incoming character-level events using the class
MessageDiffWordEventExtractor (for events of type ADDED, CHANGED, REMOVED, SPLIT, JOINED)
and FullMessageWordExtractor (CONTAINS). This works synchronously, as the processing is not
computationally expensive.
5.4.2 FullMessageWordExtractor. This can be implemented in a straightforward fashion: It takes
the text and splits it into single words with a regular expression. In particular, this expression
matches sequences of word characters (e.g. in our implementation for German: a-zA-Z0-9äöüß’),
enclosed by non-word characters (everything except the word characters).
5.4.3 MessageDiffWordEventExtractor. The extraction of ADDED, CHANGED, REMOVED, SPLIT
and JOINED events is more complex. The general algorithm, in short, works as follows. For each
character change event:
• Split the text into words, with the regular expression mentioned above.
• Identify the word that has changed or was added/removed: Compare each word in the content
after the character change with the word at the same index before the character change.
All consecutive character change events affecting the same word are collected. Comparing the
content before the first and after the last character change event of such a sequence yields the
overall change that the user performed.
However, there are many edge cases of user actions that cannot be tackled without significantly
extending this general procedure. To name just a few:
• Adding a new word in between existing ones: We observed users technically doing this
by appending or prepending a word to an existing word and typing the separating space
character only at the very end. For example, the sequence “Hello how are you”, “Hello Thow
are you”, “Hello Tohow are you”, “Hello Tomhow are you”, “Hello Tom how are you” would,
without special consideration, result in CHANGED: “how” → “Tomhow”, SPLIT: “Tomhow” →
“Tom, how”. However, the intended correct log should just be: ADDED: “Tom”
• Pasting and auto-correction: If users paste text sequences or auto-correction changes complete
words multiple characters (possibly at different positions) may change with one change event
published by the system, whereas the general algorithm described above expects just one
character to differ.
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We conducted early user tests, including raw content alongside the extracted words, to identify as
many of these edge cases as possible. Thereafter, we used test-driven development to improve our
algorithm, adding unit tests for each newly identified edge case. In this way, we extended our first
general algorithm to a carefully grown decision tree.
5.5

Text Abstraction Module

This module implements the language processing of Section 4 in a resource-efficient manner that
does not disturb the user. In contrast to the work performed in the Text Extraction Module, the Text
Abstraction Modules is more computationally intensive: The word lists and category mappings
defined by the researchers are loaded into working memory and are repeatedly queried. Thus,
the required memory and computation time depends on the study configuration and can become
quite large (e.g. the German dictionary we deployed in our study contains 300,000 words). We
implemented the following measures to still keep the processing unobtrusive for the user:
• Load one list after another: The jobs are not parallelized and word lists are not combined to
one single list. This lowers the peak memory requirement.
• Implementation as Android AsyncTask3 : The work is performed on a background thread,
avoiding blocking the calling thread.
• Resource-aware scheduling with Android JobScheduler4 : The AsyncTask is wrapped by a
JobService, that is scheduled to launch when the device is not in active use.
If lemmatisation is activated it is applied in this module. In our implementation, we used the
TreeTagger software of Schmidt et al. [41], but this can be flexibly changed. All services for the text
abstraction methods can be scheduled with one method call, through the class RIMEInputContentProcessingController. Due to the underlying asynchronous implementation, callbacks have to be
implemented to obtain the resulting data.
Furthermore, the Text Abstraction Module contains a service class to calculate aggregated
statistics of keyboard sessions (KeyboardMessageStatisticsGenerator). For example, this includes
calculating the number of characters entered in the keyboard session and the keyboard session
start/end time. Other applications could use this logic to get similar statistics for their respective
unit of reference (e.g. for notification logging this would compute statistics per notification).
5.6

Backend

We implemented a backend application communicating with the mobile app through a REST
interface. The backend fulfills two main objectives: Configuration of the text abstractions, and
storage of the logdata.
5.6.1 Text Abstraction Configuration. The text abstractions presented in Section 4 can be configured in a system of phyical and logical configurations: Researchers upload a word-to-category
mapping (for Word Categorisation) and a wordlist (for Whitelist Counting), as a physical mapping/list. One or multiple physical lists can then be combined into a single logical configuration.
These logical configurations are then used on the mobile device. This separation allows for easy
changeability, for example, in the case that a single dictionary needs to be replaced or updated
within the context of a larger study configuration. Moreover, Custom Regex Filtering is configured by entering regular expressions in the backend. The LanguageLogger app downloads these
configurations from the backend during the setup process.
3 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask,

accessed 6th May 2020.
accessed 6th May 2020.

4 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/job/JobScheduler,
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5.6.2 Storage of Log Data. The log data that the backend retrieves from the mobile devices is
stored in a relational database, implementing the relations between keyboard sessions and extracted
categories. Each category belongs to a keyboard session. Custom Regex Filtering logs are also
treated as categories, as their data structure is similar. The whitelist word counts are collected in
an absolute frequency table, encompassing the whole study duration.
6

USER STUDY

We ran a field study as an example deployment of our text abstraction methods and tool. Our aim
was to test the methods and app and to assess the users’ views of the text abstractions. An additional
technical evaluation of key parameters of the abstraction methods is available in Appendix A.
6.1

Apparatus: Keyboard App, Questionnaires, Web UI

For the study we set our keyboard to this example configuration: For Word Categorisation, we
used the common LIWC dictionary [32]. For Whitelist Counting, we used the DeReWo Lemma List
published by the Leibniz Institute of the German Language (IDS) [1]. For Custom Regex Filtering,
we specified matchers for emojis. These are example choices for this first deployment, motivated
by the literature. Our tool is flexible and easy to use with other dictionaries, whitelists, and so on.
Apart from our keyboard, we used the following components:
A web interface showed participants examples of their own logged data (e.g. word categories,
counts). It was used as part of the post-study questionnaire and the interviews.
A pre-study questionnaire explained the three text abstraction concepts in detail, along with
illustrated examples (similar to Figure 1). This not only served as an introduction but also as part
of the informed consent procedure. The questionnaire also assessed people’s attitudes towards
privacy in general, using the item sets of Buchanan et al. [5]. Finally it asked for demographics and
provided instructions to install our Android app.
A post-study questionnaire asked about 1) potential influences of the keyboard and logging
on usability and experience, 2) perceived privacy protection, and 3) feedback on app and study.
Moreover, the questionnaire linked to the web UI and thereafter again asked about perceived
privacy protection.
6.2

Participants

We recruited 20 participants (12 female, 7 male, 1 prefer not to disclose) via newsletters and social
media. Their mean age was 24.5 years (range 19 - 34). They received A
C5, plus A
C5 for an optional
interview (which 4 people did). Using the items of Buchanan et al. [5], people’s self-reported attitude
regarding privacy concern, general caution, and the importance of technical protection was slightly
above neutral.
6.3

Procedure

Participants first filled in the pre-study questionnaire. Then they installed our app on their phones
and set it as their default keyboard. After two weeks of use, they filled in the post-study questionnaire, including the web interface that showed examples of their logged data. Finally, we invited
participants to semi-structured interviews to get a more detailed picture on the points from the
questionnaires. For example, we asked about their impressions of the study and app, perceived
privacy protection with the text abstractions, and further feedback. Interviews were audio recorded
to facilitate later analysis.
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Fig. 4. Overview of our study data, averaged per day and person: (a) Number of logged keyboard sessions,
(b) word events, (c) increases of word counts (Whitelist Counting), and (d) regex events (here: emojis). Each
boxplot shows the median, upper- and lower quartile, min/max whiskers and outliers.
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Fig. 5. Results from the Likert questions on the feeling of privacy protection by the three logging concepts,
(a) before the log data review and (b) after it.

6.4

Results

For this report, we define a word event as entering a word, editing a word, or deleting a word. We
define a keyboard session as the time from opening the keyboard to closing it.
6.4.1 Overview of Logged Data. We logged a total of 12,318 keyboard sessions. On average,
a session had 10.16 (SD 6.39) word events. Averaged per day and person, we logged 42.86 (SD
26.69) keyboard sessions, 539.56 (SD 345.61) categorised words by Word Categorisation, 172.65 (SD
266.01) count updates by Whitelist Counting, and 4.42 (SD 6.98) emojis by Custom Regex Filtering
(also see Figure 4). Regarding typing context, the top five apps were: WhatsApp (6,455 keyboard
sessions), Chrome browser (940), Instagram (435), Google Quicksearch on the homescreen (404),
and Telegram messenger (376).
6.4.2 Perceived Privacy through Text Abstractions (Post-Study Q.). Our post-study questionnaire
included the five-point Likert item “I feel protected by this kind of data abstraction” (Figure 5 top,
5=strongly agree). Here, participants rated Word Categorisation best (M=4), followed by Custom
Regex Filtering (M=3.5) and Whitelist Counting (M=3.5).
We also asked people to order the text abstractions by how much these contribute to respecting
their privacy: 13 of 20 people judged Word Categorisation to contribute the most to respecting
privacy, followed by Whitelist Counting (4) and Custom Regex Filtering (3).
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Fig. 6. Results on awareness of logging while typing and the reported influence of that awareness on the
typed content.

6.4.3 Influence of Log Data Review (Post-Study Q.). The post-study questionnaire presented
users with a subset of their log data via a web UI, then asked again about privacy protection through
the abstractions (Figure 5 bottom). We found no significant changes comparing ratings before and
after this review for the three text abstractions (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, all 𝑝 > .05). Hence, we
found no evidence of an overall shift towards lower or higher ratings.
There were rather individual shifts, both ways: 16 of 20 people changed their opinion on at least
one of the three concepts. Ratings for Whitelist Counting were changed by seven people, who all
except for one lowered their ratings. In the interviews, two of those stated that they could relate
the counting data more easily to themselves than expected. One participant noticed a high count
for “I”, making him wonder whether he was too egocentric. Another one recognised terms from
band names and concluded that he might be identified by these otherwise rare words if his musical
taste was known. For Word Categorisation we did not notice a trend (8 did not change, 6 increased,
6 decreased). For Custom Regex Filtering five people changed their rating (4 increases, 3 decreases).
6.4.4 Influence of Study Setting on Text Content (Post-Study Q.). Our post-study questionnaire
had five-point Likert items on potential influences of the study situation and the keyboard functionality and UI. Figure 6 shows the results: Overall, people reported that they were aware of the data
logging during the study (median 4). However, they indicated that this had little to no influence on
the text they entered (median 1).
6.4.5 Influence of Study Keyboard on Usability (Post-Study Q.). Our post-study questionnaire
also included five-point Likert items on potential differences of our app to people’s usual keyboard
apps. Most people found differences (median M=4) and felt that this influenced their interaction
behaviour (M=4). More specifically, 16 people (rather) agreed that different auto-completion was
an influence (M=5), while ten rated this way for visual UI differences (M=3). Free text questions
and interviews showed that auto-completion was worse since the app had not learned users usual
words (yet). Moreover, a key UI difference was how to access special characters and emojis.
7

LIMITATIONS

Our text abstraction methods and tool enable new studies of everyday mobile language use in the
wild which have not been possible so far. Nevertheless, our approach comes with some limitations:
Our app only logs text entered by the participant. Hence, we can neither easily study full
conversations, nor distinguish between receivers of text within one app. Extensions might, for
example, extract chat partners from notifications (cf. [40]), although this raises issues of logging
data from non-participants.
It is also difficult to use text abstractions that require word/category lists in open vocabulary
work [43], which explores occurring terms instead of a defined set. This may also apply to slang
terms. This could be partly addressed by defining a very comprehensive whitelist, or by informing
word lists with a pre-study (e.g. to collect slang terms).
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Furthermore, text abstractions inherently limit what kind of text representations are available.
For instance, many computational methods in Natural Language Processing use word embeddings
(i.e. words represented as high-dimensional vectors, e.g. [33]): In a privacy view, these embeddings
are no different to logging words, since usually embeddings can be turned back into words. Hence,
we do not support directly logging words as embeddings. However, the word data that is indeed
logged with our tool (e.g. whitelisted words) could be converted to embeddings post-hoc (albeit
not contextual ones [45]). Regarding further word metrics, a future version might be extended, for
example, to count word co-occurrences for the whitelisted words.
Finally, introducing a keyboard app is unlikely to match people’s own keyboards exactly. We
used a common open-source keyboard from Google to optimise familiarity for many Android users.
Nevertheless, people noticed differences for auto-correction and small UI design choices. While we
do not expect these to considerably impact on language use, we plan to improve on this in future
work (e.g. via options for UI customisation and importing existing user dictionaries).
8
8.1

DISCUSSION
Logging Everyday Mobile Language Use

We have shown that it is feasible to log everyday mobile language use in a privacy-respectful
way, using a keyboard app with integrated text abstractions. Researchers can further minimise the
potential of reconstructing raw text from such abstracted data by logging enough data per person.
In our experiments and study, 50-100 sentences comes close to the minimum and can easily be
achieved within a two-week study (for many people in our study much earlier, 1-2 days; also see
Appendix A).
Data collected with our method and tool can meet many sought-after criteria, such as 1) covering
all mobile text communications, 2) including personal ones (e.g. chats), 3) unobtrusive long-term
measurements, and 4) varied natural everyday contexts. Very few people felt that the study influenced the content of their writing. People in our study also typed in their usual everyday apps,
including chat apps and web browsers. These results are all positive with regard to achieving
comprehensive and unbiased data collection. We thus conclude that our method and tool present a
valuable addition to the toolset for research intersted in everyday mobile language use.
8.2

Remaining Privacy Risk

As in related work [6], our goal is to facilitate privacy-respectful studies – not to counter malicious
attacks. Responsible study planning still comprises more than a keyboard (e.g. secure data storage).
Besides attacks, it might be possible to gauge a user’s interest in some topics from word counts (e.g.
one interviewee mentioned rare words over-represented in his favourite band names). If this is
to be avoided it can be addressed with a more selective whitelist for word counting. Overall, the
choice of whitelist and category mappings influences what can be inferred from the abstracted
data. Our app supports tailoring these settings to research questions, which can limit collected data
and possibly unwanted inference opportunities. In all cases, our text abstractions avoid logging
raw text.
8.3

Privacy Perception

The majority of participants found that the text abstraction methods contributed to protecting
their privacy in our study. In more detail, perception of privacy was individual: In the interviews,
some participants stated quite low concern and did not deem it necessary to use our provided
opportunity for a log data review. Others were more sceptical and would have preferred more
details about the logging system’s inner workings. Fittingly, participants’ scores also varied for
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the questionnaire on general privacy concerns [5]. Individuality of perspectives is also indicated
by the fact that the log data review influenced participants’ perception of the abstractions in both
directions (see next discussion point).
8.4

Log Data Review

In contrast to other logging methods, ours does not require participants to manually review data
as text abstractions are applied automatically. We still tested the idea of data review, using a
web UI after the study. Seeing their own abstracted data influenced some people’s perceptions
of the abstraction methods yet not in a systematic way overall. One exception was Whitelist
Counting, which four people found less protective after the review. Crucially, motivations for
rating protection more critically after seeing the data were not related to fears of raw text being
reconstructed, indicating that our method succeeded with regard to this main concern. Instead,
people noticed potential inferences of a more general kind (e.g. one interviewee wondered if a
high count of “I” indicated egocentrism). Feedback generally showed that people liked this view on
their data. Overall, we conclude that showing actual logged data could replace generic examples to
inform participants of how the data is processed. Future work could also integrate such a view into
the keyboard app directly.
8.5

Communicating Privacy-Aware Logging

Two people avoided entering passwords and locations. We do not record password fields and neither
passwords nor specific location names are in the whitelist. Fittingly, one interviewee explained that
she might not have behaved differently if she had better understood how the system worked exactly.
Here, we see a tradeoff between 1) providing extensive (technical) detail to facilitate trust, and 2)
not overwhelming people (cf. long terms of use). Future work could integrate some explanations
into the app as part of a typical first-launch intro, which users know from many apps today.
8.6

Further Opportunities for Research and Applications

We illustrate the rich opportunities enabled by our text abstractions and tool with ideas for future
studies, methods, and applications.
8.6.1 Analysing the Use of Non-Verbal Cues in Mobile Messaging. An active line of research analyses non-verbal cues, such as emojis, for example to reveal misunderstandings [8, 30] and improve
UIs [35, 36]. Recent work using questionnaires [52] concluded that real-world data collection is
needed yet warned about privacy challenges due to logging private messages. Our tool enables
such studies: For instance, researchers can set regular expressions that capture emojis in context
(cf. [35]).
8.6.2 Long-term Observations of Everyday Language Use. Running silently in the background
our logging module enables long-term observations without repeatedly asking people to do study
tasks. For example, such studies could investigate changes in language use when a person moves
to a new city, country, or social circle, and/or starts to learn and use a new language. Related work
also indicates changes with age [42].
8.6.3 Enriching Data Collected with Other Methods. Our approach can be combined with other
mobile study methods, such as experience sampling (ESM) or mobile (context) sensing: Studies
could use ESM to ask users about subjective experiences (e.g. mood) and now relate this to in-situ
language use collected with our tool at and around that moment. As an example, we have already
integrated the logging module into another app, which also includes ESM, in a project at the
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intersection of HCI and Psychology. More generally, such combinations of different objective and
subjective information channels enrich observations [7, 50].
8.6.4 Informing Intelligent Text Entry Systems. Word suggestion and correction algorithms could
use datasets on language use collected with our logging module, for example, to address the coldstart problem for new users of a keyboard. Moreover, intelligent reply systems (e.g. Google Smart
Reply [22]) could consider a user’s word usage to generate replies that are in line with personal
style and language use.
8.6.5 Personalising Intelligent Mobile Applications. Our logging module could also be integrated
into further applications: For instance, a chatbot might prefer words that fit the user’s logged
frequent vocabulary to avoid misunderstandings. Related, educational apps could use our logging
module to help users learn a foreign language, for example by estimating progress from words
used in that language or by teaching translations for the user’s used words, increasing relevance
for the learner (cf. [34]).
8.6.6 Enhancing Logging Beyond the Keyboard. Our logging module could also be integrated into
other logging applications that deal with textual data different from keyboard logs, such as mobile
notifications. This could enhance previous studies which looked only at notification categories
[40], e.g. to now also analyse content topics and sentiment.
8.6.7 Integration with Other Privacy-Facilitating Approaches. There also exist other approaches to
collect data in the wild in an anonymous way: For example, differential privacy [9] and randomized
response techniques [13] add systematic noise to the data, without changing the full dataset’s
characteristics. However, such noise might be less suitable for studying language use of individual
users, which is important for research in Psychology. Such different approaches could also be
combined: For example, differential privacy for a specific use case could be applied on top of our
tool, e.g. as noise on our extracted word frequencies.
9

CONCLUSION

Several lines of research are interested in people’s language use in everyday mobile typing, including
work in HCI, Linguistics and Psychology. Unfortunately, studies on language use in the wild suffer
from a tension between a) limiting data collection to facilitate participants’ privacy and b) collecting
comprehensive, unbiased and natural data to answer open research questions.
As the main contribution of this paper, we presented and evaluated a keyboard app which
integrates three novel customisable text abstraction methods that run directly on participants’
phones. A key conceptual insight here is that such abstractions facilitate privacy by directly preprocessing the data in a way that many researchers require anyway for their analyses. For the first
time, this enables researchers to collect comprehensive data on language use during natural mobile
typing without logging participants’ private messages.
Data collected with our method and tool is attractive since it offers high external validity: First,
it covers all means of text communication on the participant’s device yet avoids logging data
of non-participants. Second, this data can be collected unobtrusively in long-term deployments,
capturing the full range of contexts that mobile device users encounter in their everyday lives.
The literature shows that such data is important to address many open research questions at the
intersection of HCI, Psychology, Linguistics, and Communication Studies.
We release our Android app and related material to the research community to facilitate future
work on these topics:
https://www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/language-logger/
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ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL SIMULATIONS

Here we report on additional technical experiments which simulate attempts at reconstructing raw
text from text abstracted with our concepts. Note that these insights are not to be misunderstood
as an “attack study”, nor a “privacy guarantee”. Our goal rather is to examine which conditions for
study and logging parameters should be fulfilled, in particular with regard to giving a guideline for
a minimum study duration / number of logged sentences before analysis.
A.1

Assumptions

We make the following assumptions: First, the reconstruction has access to the full LanguageLogger
database, containing both logging data and configuration files, including the Word Categorisation
mapping. Second, the first word of each sentence that should be reconstructed is already known.5
In particular, we examine these study and logging parameters:
• 𝑁 ∈ N, the total number of logged sentences.
• 𝑐 ∈ {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒}, indicating whether Word Categorisation is used or not. If it is not used, the
logged data only consists of the total counts of whitelisted words from Whitelist Counting.
If it is used, the logged data also contains the word events (see Final Concept Section and
Figure 1).
• 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ∈ N, the number of different categories configured for Word Categorisation.
• 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 ∈ [0, 1], the ratio of distinct words appearing in the raw text data for which no category
is defined.
A.2

Dataset

Our reconstruction simulation could be run on any large text corpus. In particular, here we use
205,082 German sentences from the “mixed-typical German” corpus of Goldhahn et al. [17], which
consists of text crawled from the news, web, and emails. We selected sentences that do not contain
words which occur in less than 0.01% of all sentences in that dataset. This was motivated by reducing
the number of distinct words overall to reduce computational costs. We chose a German corpus,
since we had access to a German version of a widely used category mapping (LIWC [32]). We
release our scripts to facilitate replication on other corpora.
A.3

Text Abstraction Settings

We use the set of all distinct words in the corpus as a whitelist (i.e. all words are counted), which
serves as an upper bound of information on raw text that could be gained from word counts. For
Word Categorisation, we use the widely used LIWC mapping [32], which has ≈ 400 categories
(respectively 2438 unique category combinations in our setup). We do not specify any Custom Regex
Filtering. Some of the following experiments use different settings, as stated where applicable.
A.4

Language Model

We employ a language model as part of the reconstruction. A plethora of options exist, from
basic statistics to deep learning. As an exemplar for our experiments, we decided for a middle
ground; an n-gram model (with n=7 and Kneser-Ney-Smoothing [19, 23]). This is also motivated
by wide-spread use in related work (e.g. for predictive keyboards [18]). Intuitively, it takes (up to
6) previous words to then predict for a given next word how likely it is to follow thereafter. We
trained the model on the corpus described above.
5 Note

that these assumptions are highly unrealistic to be fulfilled for a malicious attack – they imply that the attacker has
access to the database and has somehow observed the beginning of the desired text (e.g. via shoulder-surfing) as an entry
point for reconstruction. We make these assumptions to be able to even attempt reconstructions, not as an attack study.
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Reconstruction Procedure

An experiment with (𝑁 , 𝑐, 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 ) runs as follows:
A.5.1 Simulating Data Logging. A set of 𝑁 sentences is randomly chosen from the corpus. We
treat this data as if it was logged during a study, that is, we apply the text abstraction concepts to it.
A.5.2 Reconstructing Sentences. We then pick a random sentence from this “logged” data and
attempt to reconstruct it. The first word is given as a starting point, then we repeat the following
steps word by word:
(1) Filter by Whitelist Counting: Words with count greater than zero are considered as candidates
to be the next word.
(2) Filter by Word Categorisation: Words are excluded whose categories do no match those logged
for the next word.
(3) Scoring: Remaining words are scored by multiplying relative logged frequency with language
model likelihood.
(4) Decision: The word with the highest score is predicted as the next word.
(5) Count update: The predicted word’s count in the count table is reduced by one (i.e. drawing
without replacement).
This procedure ends once the same number of words as in the original sentence have been generated
(i.e. we simulate a reconstruction model with perfect stopping).
A.5.3 Repetition and Performance Measures. To reduce impact of randomness, we repeat this
1000 times. To quantify reconstruction success, we measure the percentage of correctly reconstructed sentences, and the edit distance between the correct and the reconstructed sentence on a
per-word level.
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Fig. 7. Results of the reconstruction simulation, showing percentage of correctly reconstructed sentences
depending on three parameters. Left: Word Categorisation on/off (𝑐). Centre: Percentage of words unknown
to the category mapping (𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 ). Right: Number of categories (𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ).

Experiments took nine days of computing time on a Supermicro SuperServer SYS-1029GQ (28
cores, 768 GB RAM).
A.6.1 Influence of Number of Logged Sentences (𝑁 , 𝑐). First we compared different values of 𝑁
and 𝑐 (see Figure 7 left): For very low 𝑁 (1 or 2) our model reconstructed most sentences correctly
(88.6% with categories, 69.3% without). Increasing 𝑁 leads to a steep drop in success. With Word
Categorisation enabled, (𝑐 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) success drops below 10% at 𝑁 = 50; without, this happens already
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at 𝑁 = 20. For large values of 𝑁 the percentage of correctly guessed sentences settles around 4%
with categories and 2% without.
A.6.2 Influence of Category Mapping (𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 ). We also compare the parameters of the wordcategory mapping. To do so, we created mappings with varying numbers of categories (𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ) and
varying ratios of unknown words (𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 ) by assigning ratios of 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 words at random to 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 artificial
categories (e.g. “C1”, “C2” etc.). For each such created mapping we then measured the reconstruction
success.
Figure 7 (centre) plots the results: Higher 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 result in lower reconstruction success, yet this
effect is small: For 𝑁 = 1 and 𝑁 = 2, comparing low and high values of 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 (i.e. compare the lines
in the figure), we see differences in success of up to 10%. For 𝑁 = 5 or higher these differences drop
below 5%.
Increasing the number of categories 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 slightly improves the percentage of correctly guessed
sentences, as is to be expected (Figure 7, right): For low 𝑁 , comparing values of 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 , we see
differences up to 10%. These differences between values of 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 become nearly zero at 𝑁 = 500.
A.7

Conclusion and Takeaway for Studies with our Method

Our results show that for very little data (very small 𝑁 ) the information from Whitelist Counting
and Word Categorisation can restrict the space of potentially typed words.
The configuration of the Word Categorisation has only a minor impact compared to this. None
of the tested setups considerably facilitated reconstruction. For example, the commonly used LIWC
dictionary thus is clearly a suitable choice (its characteristics approximately correspond to 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 =
2000 and 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑘 = 0.4).
Note that the remaining absolute reconstruction success in these simulations is due to our strong
assumptions, e.g. knowing the first word and the length of each sentence. This does not occur
in practice (e.g. researchers using our tool have never access to the first word of each sentence).
Moreover, for intuition, inspecting the word-level edit distances plus example cases showed that
incorrect reconstructions are not “just slightly wrong” but indeed so far off that they do not relate
to the original’s content in any meaningful way.
Overall, when using our text abstractions and tool we recommend to conduct studies in a way
such that at least 50 sentences of log data per participant can be expected.
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